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EDITORIALS
WATER.

Aq'ati iifeb1ood;...
Ani enliighteningqnw!TV documentary shows how,

2..,asvrivers, creeks, bays and estuaries are becoming
even more priceless as the state's popullationi
mushrooms.

As~~~~ Tea'p~lainepodes, new resid ential,, comimercial

and industrial development is rampant. The: sate is far
more urbanized, and.continued dramatic growthis expect-
ed i coming decades..

That'sputting unprecedent`ed environmental pressures
-on one of thestate's most-ýprecious resources: its many riv!-.
.'ers k cr s, bays' and estuaries. These flo!ing bodies pro-

- - vide critical water supplies
What dopyou think? fr eveydayhimsa'ae

,.To, comment, golto www.star- 'and recreafion, as welli a1`s
telegram.com/opinions vi , talf habitat foi aan enor-

• moou variety ofplant and
Texas: The State Of " animal life.
Flowing Water These waters' also pro-

. Mpm. -Thursday vide an invaluable confiec-
" KERA-TV, Channel 1 3, Dallas tion 'to nature,, something

•and other PBS stations in Texas many city slickers ar grad-
' Online: www.texasth estateof- ually losing. In anirl creas-
water.org. .. , ingly crowded and noisy

fworld,:a'pristine river is "a"
-refuge forvthe human soul,;" an Etast Texas residentr'•'marKs;,
-inan excellent;new'TV documentary, Texas: The State of
FlOwing Water. " '"' ,

The one-hour ývideo".is w6ell worth your time. It airs on,
Public Broadcasting ,System stations throughout the'state,i
including KEb-iv 9hann el 13', D'alla,,at 8p.'m.-Thurs~day.,,

1-The documerntary is. the fourth in an awardwinninng Series
produdb.ythe;TexasParks andWildlife Department in' ,

partnershiEps aith clBS wtaton's a'~ '

The documentary ilhi•ites hOI wati use) - anduwater
,waste in mbig,,.metropohiian areas suh.as Dallas-Fort
Worth can have a'significant impact'o,pp te heal~th of waters :
downstream: 'It oijhlib~es:how plans'to, create a new national

w Osidi~rfgo t he N 'ilidpi' n East Texas lash. witha'

" .:Th tedocumnentary also looks~a~lthffepteritial to rec€luce

reservbirsý' negativeimpact on rivers'A fQbwy buainig-off-
channel storageU er supplies. It explores'the
critical'lifiikt'w8endý reiekbeds and thIerecharge of aquifers
that provide Water ifr cities and, farmis.

It outlines how fresh-water inflows froin rivers to coastal
•bays-and estuarie \sital tomaitani g healtha 0reeding
groun'ds~for shrinmp aridother aquatic life;It speaks of how,

global warming miglghtesu1 t in East Texas becomigwetter
and WestTexas drerittells hoiv people individually can
take simple water conservation'ineasurestht collectively
will be significaht:' c a

The averageTexahn t oiily will learn a lotfrom watching..
the documentary,'bdit wI g1ain a heightened appreciation'
of just how priceless our flowing waters are. '
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WATER

Additional watei
will be needed apopulationgrov
One more headache for the Texas
Legislature: How will the state avoid the
water crises of other Southern and
Western states?

By JOSEPH J. BEAL

More than a decade ago, Texas kicked off an
ambitiousand comprehensive program to., ,
guarantee that the state's urban and rural re-
gions would have the water supp1ies they
needed through 2050.

Much good work has. been done uhder
the fiamework establisihed by 1997's Senate
Bll. 1,. •u Texas still faces alarming trends
when it comes to .our water nae~edls. -Tus regis-
lative. session, more action -- and more
funding- willbeneeded to keepTexas. on a
path that heads away from the water crises...............
seen in other Southern and Western states.-

' Right now, for each person in Texas, we
have about the sanme capacity. in the state's "
reservoirs :as we did in the early 1950s, right
'before the worst drought ever to impact the
-state.

Back then, as. the scale, of the.'ater crisis
became evident, Texans embarked on a con-
servation program and building boom that "
quickly tripled the state's. effective water.

* supply.. That level of effort today would be,
much, much more difficult 'and ex ensive;.
the permitting process. alone could take 15
to 20 years.Texas could be lucky when it cbmes to the
weather in Upcoming years, .although, as I
write this, many parts of the state are already
.experiencing significant drought.

But ifs. a near-certainty that, whatever
our chance of rain,' the number of people in ..
Texas will grow faster than our capacity to
supply thb water they'need. The situation ., •/•
calls fo0 increased effort to keep moving for- . -
ward with new water strategies.

The planning process under SB 1, Which ' .
instituted a regional approach and enables
cooperation between local water suppliers, consider the proposed project to transfer
'hasý utlined a-combination of conservation water from the Lower Colorado River Au-
efforts, .pi.eli"es"new reservoirs and under- thority supplies to' the San Antonio Watei-

* ground, supplies. We have a good idea of howl System:,, ' , -

much water we'll need and what we can do . This project, authorized by special legis-
to obtain and supply it, although there are lation after SB 1, requ'ires thiskind of en
some areas, such as. the frutir water sun-p ronmental- analysis, which has takeiinlve
plies re ,el ower, "ears and is expected to. cost $50 million.
where more analysikis nPeded .' . -. '.e~l- including lawmakers- 'should ex--

What 'we don't know nearly as well as we ,.pectito factor in that kind of effort and ex-
"should is how implementing these plans will pense for nfiany, perhaps most, of the Water
impact the state's environment, specifically projects we'll need' to ensure adequate fu-
the.inflows into the rivers,' bays and estuaries . ture supplies throughout the state;

These impacts have real human and eco- Much of the financing capacity to pay for
nomic costs for industries such as agricul-. the projects themselves, (the hard .costs of
ture, fishing, tourism and others that de- construction) -is already 'accessible through
pend upon the state's natural resources, and the state's water utilities, river authorities
understanding these ilfpaclts is required unp -and special taxing districts.,
der 'state and federal law. The SB 1 frame-* Butias the state's population grows, and
work does hot establish sound, well-funded as engineering and environmental analyses
scientific approaches to executing' this im- and costs expand in scope, we need to look
portant component of water planning.. at additional revenue streams. We especially

As an example' of what will be needed, need to look atways to fund upfront costs for

.z 2 .- C R., .AA'OESQUIVEL, CAGLE CARTOONIS, LA PRENSA,'PANAMA

projects that need to be studied even though'
•they may not, in fact, prove viable.:

Ideas for generating this revenue, ranging:
from water-rights, fees to sales taxes on bot-
tled-water, have been thoroughly reviewed:
by the: Texas Water Development Board,

'which estimates such measures could raise
'from $50. million to $175 million per year.:.

This would allow.us to move quickly to.
understand .what options are viable and

'worth pursuing, so we can in turn move for-
ward on constructing the projects that will
help us avoid future water crises'. The Legis-.
.lature needs to devote attention this 'session
to considering and choosing. the best op-
tions to help keep Texas taps fron running

JOSEPH J. BEAL IS THE FORMER GENERAL MANAGER

OF THE LOWER. COLORADO RIVER AUTHORITY

(LCRA) AND A SENIOR CONSULTANT FOR PBS&J. HE

IS PAST PRESIDENT OF THE TEXAS WATER CONSER-

VATION ASSOCIATION. WWW.TWCA.OR •



Nuclear power is a bad choice for generating electricity and would divert precious resources from readily
available technologies to reduce global warming gases that are both cheaper and can be deployed faster.

Nuclear power:

* Is not a useful solution to climate change.

* Is vulnerable to severe climate conditions which prevent reliable operation.

" Is not the alternative to coal. Efficiency, energy storage and renewable energy can do the job.

" Is not clean.

-• * Is not safe.

" Poses serious terrorism risks.

" Is the most expensive way to generate electricity.

* Radioactive waste remains an unsolved problem.

* Fosters nuclear weapons proliferation.

" Is not the solution to energy independence.

* Has negative health impacts.

* Is not supported by the public at large.

Why is nuclear power even being considered at a time when clean, affordable energy solutions exist? When
nuclear reactors were licensed in the 1970's there were no great alternatives. Wind and solar energy are well
developed now and more affordable than nuclear power. Energy efficiency helps curb demand. We do not
need nuclear power or the risks that it entails. It is time to ask whether it is moral to leave radioactive waste
to generations to come and the nightmare of storing and repackaging it for millions of years.

The US-APWR reactors proposed by Luminant are a design that is not approved by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission and has never been built anywhere in the world. Why should Texans be the guinea pigs for a
radioactive experiment? The reactor design isn't even scheduled to be approved until shortly before the
license is to be granted. Citizens won't have the benefit of the NRC analysis of the design, while the
licensing process speeds forward.... ..



The Environmental Impact Statement should stress the need for a complete and approved design before any
further steps are taken in the licensing process. Human and environmental health are at risk due to this major
fast-tracking of nuclear reactor licensing. The design should be submitted and not approved until deemed
adequate, then construction licensing should be considered, followed by consideration of an operating
license, but all three processes are occurring simultaneously in a rush to get plants licensed. Health, safety
and economic concerns are being put on the back burner, while Luminant and other utilities greedily reach
for loan guarantees, a subsidy that ratepayers will pay for in the end with higher electric bills.

The two proposed Comanche Peak reactors could cost up to $22 billion according to Luminant's own
documents. This is before cost overruns. This amount could make 7.3 million homes more energy efficient.
Pursuing efficiency lowers bills, reduces electricity consumed, and creates local jobs. The existing
Comanche Peak reactors ran ten times over budget and were years late coming online. What if this happened
again?

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) should thoroughly examine radiation health risks.

No national (MACT) standard has been set for radionuclide emissions, despite the fact that nuclear
reactors routinely emit cancer-causing radioactivity. No new reactors should be licensed until this
standard is set.

" Research has shown an increase in cancer rates around nuclear plants. Dr. Joseph Mangano of
the Radiation and Public Health Project studied the cancer death rate in the three counties
closest to the South Texas Nuclear Project, an area that originally had a cancer rate below' th
statewide rate. Sixteen years after the reactors began running, the cancer death rate in the in
the area had risen over 16%.

* The National Academy of Sciences has concluded that radiation is dangerous even at low
levels (BEIR VII study).

" While low-level radiation exposure is not as damaging as high-level radiation on a short-term
basis, prolonged exposure to low-level radioactivity can be just as damaging to humans.

" The EIS should research the extent to which new reactors would add to cancer risks. Four
reactors at one site would produce significantly more radioactive risk than the two existing
reactors. What would be the total amount of low-level radiation emitted? How much would
surrounding populations be exposed? How much radioactivity would be in routine operations?

" The EIS should use background radiation levels not only from before the construction of the
two existing nuclear reactors also from before the testing of nuclear weapons in the United
States, which resulted in radioactive fallout.

No high or low-level waste sites are available.

" Nuclear reactors produce tons of high and low-level radioactive waste that remains dangerous
to living beings for tens of thousands of years. Radioactive and toxic waste is produced at
every stage of the fuel cycle, including routine plant operations.

" Federal law prohibits the licensing of any new nuclear plant until there is an adequate waste
disposal plan. Nuclear plants have been operating for 50 years, but the waste disposal problem
has not been solved. Radioactive waste remains stored onsite at reactors across the county.

" There is no national storage facility for high-level radioactive waste and the Yucca Mountain
repository is unlikely to open in the near future. The Associated Press wrote: "The Energy
Department is cutting operations and the chief contractor is layinig off its staff at the desert
site where the government plans to build a national nuclear waste repository..." Jan 8, 2008.



* The Andrews County low-level waste dump application has been deemed incomplete by the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality.

* The impacts and risks of storing additional high -level radioactive waste on site needs to be
studied thoroughly in the EIS. The long- term cumulative health impacts of additional low-
level radiation need to be studied thoroughly and included inthe environmental impact study
as well. Impacts on humans, wildlife and plant life need to be considered, with special
attention given to threatened and endangered species.

0 The EIS should study the additional safety and security risks of more radioactive waste.
* The license for two new reactors at Comanche Peak, or any other reactor, should not be issued

since there is no effective resolution of the storage issue.

* The risk of a nuclear accident and the magnitude of devastation would increase with more
reactors on the site.

* The public deserves to know the real risks of nuclear power. In 1980 the NRC conducted a
study of what would happen under a worst-case scenario accident at each nuclear plant site.
The Comanche Peak estimates were:

* 1210 early deaths (25 mile radius around plant)
* 13,800 early injuries (35 mile radius)
* $117 billion (1980 dollars) in financial consequences

The Environmental Impact Statement should include a similar study to update these risk
figures, since the population of the region has grown and since there would be more reactors.

, The EIS should analyze and publicize the impacts of an airplane crashing into a nuclear
reactor or the spent fuel pool and the impact that such a disaster would have for both humans
and the environment.

* Terrorists have considered crashing airplanes into nuclear reactors. Terrorist risks must be
more thoroughly analyzed, as it would be easy enough to lob mortar from a construction site
toward the existing spent fuel pool, creating a major nuclear accident. Heavy construction
equipment could breach barricades between a construction site and existing reactors. Workers
would come from any number of foreign countries, creating language barriers and security
challenges.

* The EIS should recommend that no new nuclear reactors be licensed until they can at least
meet the same post-9 11 security hardening requirements as existing reactors.

* The EIS should also recommend that no design be approved that cannot safely withstand an
airplane attack or other form of terrorist assault.

" Nuclear reactors consume vast quantities of water. Each reactor would us over amillion
gallons of water every minute for the circulating water system used for cooing. 1ao371/"acre-
fe-etyear-would be drawn from Lake Granbury and 42,100 acre-feet/year would be returned.

" Every minute 31,341 gallons of makeup water from Lake Granbury would be needed for each
reactor. (from Environmental report 3.3-5) "Makeup water" replaces the water lost to
evaporation and the water called "blowdown" would be returned to Lake Granbury.

• Biocide, algaecide, pH adjuster, corrosion inhibitor and silt dispersant would be injected into
water drawn from Lake Granbury, and only a fraction of the "blowdown" water would be
treated before being returned to the lake or sent to an evaporation pond. Why wouldn't all of
the water be treated before being returned to the lake?



" The EIS must do a full analysis of how much of each of these contaminants would end up in
Lake Granbury, how much would migrate into the Brazos River and how much would escape
through evaporation. The exact chemical names must be included, not just generic terms such
as "biocide." The impacts of exposure of humans, animals and wildlife to these toxic
compounds should be analyzed.

" The EIS should examine the impacts of vast water consumption on the aquifer and the water
table levels. Will wells be sucked dry? How high is the risk of contamination of the aquifer
and other waterways through radioactive leaks? Could the problem ever be remediated if
radioactive or chemical leaks occurred?

* Radioactive tritium can leak from nuclear reactors and increase cancer risks. According to
NRC reports tritium levels are already high at the Comanche Peak site compared to other
reactor sites. What would adding more reactors do to the already high levels of
contamination?

" Numerous radioactive tritium leaks in Illinois are so severe that people can't drink or bathe in
their water due to contamination. Cancer cluster, wildlife impacts, fines and lawsuits resulted.

" Nuclear reactors heat up the air and water around them. Several U.S. reactors have had to cut
back electric generation because the cooling water got too hot. During the 2006 heat wave in
France nuclear and coal plants had to be shut down because the water was too hot to cool
them. 2000 MW of energy had to be imported. (Source: False Promises, Debunking Nuclear
Industry Propaganda, Nuclear Information and Resource Service, May 2008.)

* If global warming is occurring and as severe as scientists predict will there be enough cool
water to operate the reactors safely? The EIS needs to include analysis based on input from
global warming scientists.

" In drought conditions, will there be enough water for cities, businesses, farms and ranches if
-two-nuclear reactors are built? ....

ý.acaioa Plans Must Be T vv

Luminant and the NRC need to do more to prepare the community for action in the event of an
accident or disaster, including distributing potassium iodide tablets. Readiness for an accident is
a serious issue.
" If there is an accident, will the community be able to evacuate? What hospitals would be used

to care for those who might be exposed to radiation and how many people could they care
for? How does the hospital facility availability compare to the number of potential injuries
and radiation exposure victims?

" Are there adequate firefighting and police forces? Do they have any training or any equipment
to shield themselves from radioactivity in case of a nuclear accident? What more is needed to
protect themselves, as well as others?

" Potassium iodide tablets would be needed if there were a nuclear accident. The tablets would
reduce human uptake of radioactive iodine, a carcinogen which goes to the thyroid gland.
According to NRC rules, residents near nuclear plants must receive potassium iodide tablets
in case of emergency.

* Has anyone in the 50-mile radius around the existing two Comanche Peak reactors ever
received potassium iodide tablets? Have they been told how to get them?



Luminant has not proven there is a need for this new energy.
" The application ignores the effect energy efficiency and renewable energy will have in the

future. Are recent state-mandated energy efficiency and renewable energy goals be factored
into the energy needs assessment?

• Studies have shown that Dallas/Ft. Worth could meet 101% of projected growth in demand
using efficiency and renewable energy.

" State energy use projections should be revisited in light of the economic downturn.

Subsidence is a shifting downward of the earth's surface. Causes of subsidence include depleted
groundwater, mining, natural gas and oil extraction. What impacts are there from existing industries
that put the area at risk? What landfills are still in existence that could contaminate cooling water?
Will local oil and gas operations impact the plant site or vice versa?

raOOUns or atin! Powerin
The new plant will need to use existing roads and to build new ones. Lots of cars, trucks, and
machinery will pass over them.

" How will Luminant ensure that roads are not congested? How will Luminant transport
uranium and on which highways? Which communities will it pass through, and will their
police and firefighting forces be trained to deal with a radioactive accident?

* How would Luminant transport low-level and high-level radioactive waste if offsite storage
ever gets approved?

* What land will need to be condemned or purchased in order to build or upgrade-new
transmission lines?

* What environmental and economic impacts will result from new transmission lines, including
the 345 kV line planned to go between the plant site and the Whitney Switch, going through
much of Somervell and Bosque Counties?

The proposed new plants would affect low income and minority residents.
* How much will rent go up when the influx of construction workers and their families come to

Somervell County?
* Will pollution from construction and operation reach low-income housing areas?

Mining and enriching uranium results in radioactive contamination of the environment and risks to
public health. Exposure to radon has been shown to cause kidney failure, chronic lung disease, and
tumors for the brain, bone, lung, and nasal passage.

* In the last ten years, the Texas Department of Health Services has cited several instances of
radioactive waste spills by uranium mining companies, including Cogema Inc.'s 1998 spill of
over 20,000 gallons of radioactive solution in Bruni, Texas.

• The Environmental Protection Agency has warned residents of Kleberg County that their
groundwater currently contains unsafe levels of uranium, and strongly advises against
drinking it.

• Residents of Goliad and Kleberg counties have both publicly opposed the continued
operations of mining companies in their communities.

• The aquifer below Karnes County has been contaminated by uranium mill tailings. The
Department of Energy estimates clean up will cost $348 million but, according to a Texas
Department of Agriculture report, will not implement the clean up plan.



)ut Comanche Peak reactors:

NRC Staff Proposes Fine Against Unit of Texas Utilities-Wall Street Journal, 01/02/1984
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff charged that a supervisor "intimidated" quality-control inspectors working at Texas
Utilities Generating Co.'s Comanche Peak nuclear power plant.

Comanche Peak Plant in.Texas Is Undergoing Major NRC Inspection -Wall Street Journal, 7/12/1984
The Nuclear Regulatory commission began a major inspection of the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant because of the large
number of unresolved allegations of poor workmanship at the uncompleted plant, principally owned by Texas Utilities
Electric Co.
The NRC said 45 inspectors are investigating the 404 complaints that center on safety conditions at the plant, located 75 miles
southeast of Dallas near Glen Rose. The commission said the high number of complaints warranted the investigation, which is
expected to take 2 1/2 months to complete and cost $1 million.
The inspection will concentrate on the plant's safety, construction, wiring and quality control. The NRC said 181 of the
complaints raise questions on the plant's record-keeping process, which includes quality control and safety records.
(This article came 9 V years after construction began, a consumer group had already raised concerns about inadequate
welding.)

Safety Procedures at Comanche Peak Cited by NRC Panel -Wall Street Journal, 10/02/1984
The troubled plant has been under construction since 1974 when it was expected to cost $780 million. Since then, Comanche
Peak has been plagued by cost overruns and delays, increasing its estimated cost to $3.89 billion this year.

Texas Utilities Co. Finds New Problems at Comanche Peak - Wall Street Journal, 7/16/1986
Texas Utilities Co. said it discovered new problems at its Comanche Peak nuclear power plant that will increase the plant's
cost and delay the start of operations beyond mid-1988.
In a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission, Texas Utilities said the problems were discovered in several design
calculations, reinspection and, in some cases, repairs.
In April the company said it would have to modify about 30% of the pipe supports in Unit 1 and replace sleeves where
electrical wires run through walls in the containment buildings, delaying the project and increasing the cost.
Each additional month's delay in the plant's completion costs $35 million in financing costs, taxes, insurance, staff and
utilities.

NRC Criticizes Managers in Texas Office On Data for Comanche Peak Nuclear Unit - Wall Street Journal, 12/12/1986
Nuclear Regulatory Commission investigators found that managers in the commission's Texas regional office pressured
agency inspectors to downgrade or delete findings of violations at the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant.
The NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor also found that also found that the regional office's reports on its own inspections
were sometimes inaccurate or flatly false. Further, it concluded that the office's inspection of quality assurance programs at
the Comanche Peak plant were inadequate and exacerbated weaknesses of the plant's oversight of its construction quality.
The plant, originally scheduled to begin operating in 1980, currently is aiming for 1989 and the utility estimates its cost will
reach $6.7 billion.
Investigators concluded that it appears the region's quality assurance inspection effort couldn't be relied upon "as eveidence
of the safe construction" of the plant, which is about 75 miles southwest of Dallas.
The report, however, said some officials believe that a heavily staffed NRC effort to review the plant's parts in recent years
may enable the NRC to decide whether the plant should be licensed to operate.
(The separate decision on whether to grant an operating license provided a safety margin that current licensing procedures
have eliminated since the construction and operating license is combined.)

Texas Plant Comes Under Scrutiny As Cover-Up of Problems Charged -New York Times, 10/17/1989
The inspectors maintained that Comanche Peak was not ready to begin loading fuel and that senior commission officials had
manipulated inspection data to make it look as though it was read.
"We believe that the commission should be aware of what we view as manipulation and the exclusion of factual information"
the inspectors wrote in the letter, a copy of which was made available to the Associated Press.

Leak in cooling system closes Comanche Peak - Ft. Worth Star-Telegram, 3/20/1991
... the plant was shut down after sodium levels in the water in the non-nuclear parts of the plant became too high. Tests early
today showed that the water from Squaw Creek Reservoir, the plant's cooling pond, had mixed with the water used for steam
to operate turbines, Hedrick said. The turbine water will need to be chemically cleaned to remove any impurities that entered
from the leak. Impurities can cause deposits and corrosion in the turbine, Hedrick said.



EPA tests water near nuclear facility - Ft. Worth Star Telegram, 3/23/1991
... investigating a report that 25 to 30 drums are submerged in Squaw Creek Reservoir near the Comanche Peak nuclear power
plant outside Glen Rose. At least one drum was marked "Delta Petroleum Products," Reed said.
Brown and root, the contractor building the $10 billion Comanche Peak project, build seven industrial waste landfills near the
reservoir. Two of the landfills were found to have contained a small amount of illegal hazardous waste, Ramsey said.

Brace hit plant lines, TU says Water leak prompts an early shutdown - Ft. Worth Star Telegram, 3/28/1991
The Comanche Peak nuclear power plant, scheduled for a 42-day fuel-conserving closure next month, has shut
down three weeks early because a temporary metal brace fell and punctured lines that carry water to cool steam
used in electricity generation, an official said yesterday. "It was a 3-foot, temporary brace used during construction
and, for whatever reason, the brace came loose from its position and struck and damaged three condenser tubes,"
TU Electric spokesman Jerry Lee said of the March 20 incident.The damage allowed reservoir water to mix with
purified steam, triggering an alarm indicating
sodium contamination in the system, he said.
The spokesman said the early closure and condenser repair would have minimal economic impact on the plant,
completed at a cost of $9.1 billion, more than 10 times its originally estimated cost of $779 million.

Comanche Peak called No. 1 in safety violations -Ft. Worth Star Telegram, 4/26/1991
Comanche Peak is a "nuclear lemon" that leads the nation in safety violations but performs slightly better overall than other
troubled nuclear plants, says a report released yesterday by a citizen watchdog group. The findings for the plant near Glen
Rose, about 45 miles southwest of Fort Worth, reflect a myriad of start-up problems common to many new nuclear
plants, say both the watchdog group Public Citizen and officials of TU Electric, which owns the plant. "We should never give
a lot of slack to new plants just because they're new," said Ken Bossong, who directs the organization's Critical Mass Energy
Project, which monitors safety at nuclear power plants nationwide.
He cited the Three Mile Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which had been operating for just six months in 1979 when it
became the site of the worst nuclear plant disaster in U.S. history. Comanche Peak also had an unusually large number
of emergency plant shutdowns, the group said. It was shut down six times, more than any other plant in the
country except the South Texas power plant in Matagorda County, which had to be shut down 18 times.

Utility delays restart Nuclear plant looks at damaged turbine -Ft. Worth Star-Telegram 05/01/1991
Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant officials are searching for the cause of damage to a steam turbine, delaying the
reopening of the plant, which has been closed since the discovery of a water leak in March.
Since the plant opened in April 1990, it has shut down 19 times for repairs, said TU Electric spokesman George Hedrick;
eleven of those involved the nuclear portion of the plant, he said. None of the problems posed a hazard, he said.
Plant officials and a spokesman for the regional Nuclear Regulatory Commission office in Arlington said problems at the Glen
Rose facility have been average for a plant just getting started.

Oil spill wiped up at reactor Workers' error causes 3,000 gallon deluge - Ft.Worth Star-Telegram, 5/05/1991
Cleanup crews for TU Electric and its contractors worked yesterday to clean up nearly 3,000 gallons of heavy-weight oil that
spilled from a turbine system at Comanche Peak nuclear power plant, a utility spokesman confirmed last night. TU Electric
spokesman Jerry Lee said 90-weight generator oil gushed for nearly five minutes after a pipe was mistakenly opened while
workers tried to clean the turbine's hydraulic systems about midnight Monday.
He said the heavy oil covered the second floor of the plant's turbine generator building, spilled onto the ground level and
leaked into the plant's drainage system before operators could shut it off.
"The contractors who were working thought they had clearance from the control room to open the system, when they did not,"
Lee said.

Reactor turbine badly damaged by heat surge - Ft. Worth Star-Telegram, 5/16/1999
The owner of the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant is investigating a possible error by plant operators that may
have prompted the near destruction of a multimilliondollar steam turbine and will idle the $9.45 billion facility
through the end of May. Records obtained from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission yesterday show that an
unexplained heat
surge inside one of the three turbines generating electricity from the Unit 1 reactor melted portions of the turbine's
rotor blades. The surge also damaged the turbine casing, disintegrated a shroud that guards the blades of the
giant turbine and scattered shards of metal throughout the equipment.
Officials of plant owner TU Electric said the turbine could have operated for months in its badly damaged condition.
Contractors checking the equipment April 23 found that the rotor's 4-foot blades had expanded, bent and fused
into the middle layer of heavy metal casings in the turbine.
Plant spokesman Jerry Lee said the utility is shortening the rotor blades within the 4-ton turbine system to remove
the damaged sections and may restart the plant by the eid of May. Lee said replacing the massive rotor will cost
several million dollars. A spokesman for the state Public Utility Commission in Austin said yesterday that



ratepayers may have to pick up the tab For the damage and some of the lost revenues from the closure. The
commission would decide that question when the utility seeks its next rate increase.
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FISHING REPORT
WATER WATER WATER LARGEMOUTH fi STRIPED

Lake " - LEVEL TEMP. COND. BASS CRAPPIE SAND BASS CATFiSH BASS HYBRIDS

Aian Henry 0.16 low 49 stained poor fair no report fair no report

Amistad 1.90 high 55 clear poor no report good fair good
Arrowhead 6.46 low 45 stained fair fair fair fair no report

Athens 0.56 low 43-48 stained fair fair no report fair-good no report

Belton 3.04 low 57 stained good good poor good good

Be•brook 7.22 low 49 stained fair good good fair good

6ob Sandlin .. 0.37 low 44-49 clear fair good fair good no report

Bridgeport 7.76 low 44-47 clear poor no report fair fair fair
Brownwood 5.21 low 50-' stained good good poor very good poor

Rochanan . 15.58 low ; 61 clear fair fair poor . poor fair
Caddo . 0.55 high " 46-50 off color fair good no report fair fair
Cedar Creek. 2.33 low . 45-49 stained fair no report fair good - fair
Eagle Mountain . 4.62 low 49 stained poor I good poor fair no report

Fairfield N/A 76-88 fairly clear good no report no report fair poor

Falcon 1.76 high .65 , clear good poor no report . excellent poor

Fork 0.81 low 44:49 stained fair fair no report good no report

Granbury 2.64 low 49 clear good good poor " good poor
Grapevine 7.55 low " 44-50 off color fair good good fair no report

Hubbard Creek 2.55 ow 49 stained fair • fair fair fair fair

Joe Pool 2.54 low 45-50. off color fair fair fair good no report

Lake 0' the Pines. 0.51 high 44-49 stained poor-fair fair-good no report good no report
Lewisville 3.92,1ow 46-50 off color poor fair no report good no report

Livingston 0.00 high 55 clear good good poor good poor
Navarro Mills • 3.17 low 52 clear good excellent excellent poor no report

O.H. lvie 12.71 low 52 stained fair fair fair good no report

Palestine 0.23 high 45-50 stained fair good fair fair fair
Possum Kingdom 2.61 low 48 stained fair fair fair good good
Proctor 4.86 low 60 stained poor fair poor fair poor
RayHubbard o1.34ow . 44-50 off color fair poor-fair fair fair fair

Ray Roberts 1.34 low 44-47 stained fair good good good no report

Richland Chambers 4.39 low 46-51 off color fair poor fair-good fair-good no report

Sam Rayburir 6.42 low 61 stained good good fair good no report

Somerville r' 3.12 low 56 clear poor good poor poor poor
Stillhouse . 5.31 low 52 clear fair. poor poor fair no report
Tawakoni 4.75 low 45-50 stained poor . fair fair-good good fair
Texoma 0.55;1ow . 44-50 off color fair fair fair-good fair fair
Toledo Bend 3.381ow 62" clear good fair poor fair poor

Weatherford .5.96 low . 45-50 stained fair good fair .poor .. no report
Whitney -10.03 low 50 clear good good fair fair fair

RIVER~ ADVISORY.
Estimated riyer flows in cubic feet, per Second and floatability le'vels (# below minimum; I minimum; 2
satisfactory; 3 ideal; 4 approaching hazardous conditions; 5 hazardous;. •
F flood) based on rainfall as of 6 ari~m. Wednesday:
"NORTHEAST . FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY . I SOUTH CENTRAL. FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
Neches at Alto . . •" 380-P 400-P 430-i . Colorado at San Saba 660-P 60-0 60-#
Sabine at Gladewater • 4404-# 390-it 350- ' at Austin . g0-P 50- " 50- •

NORTH CENTRAL" i . Frio at Garner State Park 20-P 20-P " 20-4l
Brazos at Poss. Kingdom Dam 504 50- 504 Guadalupe at Spring Branch 50-P 50-P - 50-g

at Dennis . "60-# 70-#l 70-4l ' . at Canyon Dam 60-P 60-4 60-P

SatGranbhiry Dam 30- 0 .3-4 . 308- at Cuero I ' 520-1 510-1 500-1

hitney Dam p 20 20-#. _ 20-# Lampasas at Sti5lhouse Dam 0-P1 0-4 .0-p
Trinity-at Benbrook Dam 0- P O-If . Llano at Llano 50-P 50-4 504
Denton Creek at Grapevine Dam 60-1 " 60-1 60-1 Pedernales at Johnson City 20-P 204- 20-0

at Lewisville Dam 400-2 400'2 400-2 SanAntonio at Falls City 250-i • 250-1 250-1

SOUTHEAST San Marcos (below Blanco) . go-P 90g .90-P
Angelina at Sam Rayburn Dam 700-1 700-1. 700-1 Luat Lling . 100-1 100-1 900-P.

Neches at Town Bluff Dam 1190-2 11190-2 1190-2 WEST.
Village Creek at Kountze 250-1 240-1 240-1 Rio Grande at Presidio 210-4 210-4 210-4

Sabine at Toledo Bend Dam 600-1 200-4 * 200-iP At Boquillas . 170-4 170-P 170-P4
Trinity at Livingston Dam 1000-2 1000-2 1000-2 Pecos at Farm Road 1865 0-0 0-P 0-Il
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Water'. Wildlife- fedrS.

ctirteu, at NRC nueanng
Luminant wants to double the number
of reactors at its nuclear power plant
near Glen Rose to four.

By JIM OUQUAY ifuquay@star-telegram.com

GLEN ROSE - As the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission examines the potential envi-
ronmental effects of two proposed reactors
at the' Comanche Peak power plant, Jack
Cathey wants to know how wildlife is faring
from hot water now being discharged into
Squaw Creek.

The longtime Glen Rose 'resident, who
operates a canoe-rental business, was one of
more than 100 elected officials, company
representatives and ordinary people at a
public hearing sponsored by the NRC on
Tuesday afternoon.

The session, scheduled to be repeated
Tuesday 'night, sought to solicit comments
for the agency's environmental review of Lu-
minant Generation's application to expand
its Comanche Peak nuclear plant, which has
operated since 1990.

"Don't get me wrong. I support the plant,"
Cathey said in an interview after addressing
the hearing at the Somervell County Expo
and Texas Amphitheatre. .He said he just-
wants regulators to pay closer attention to all
of Comanche Peak's effects.

Nearly all the residents of Somervell and
Hood counties at the hearing voiced approv-
al of the expansion and the operation of Co-
manche Peak by Luminant and its corporate
predecessor, TXU Corp. Many who spokei'
said they Were living in, the area in the. 1970s
when the plant was originally proposed. De-
spite some initial concerns at the time, they
nowsupport it with little reservation.

"I realize there is some danger. We all do,"
said Marilyn Phillips, a business owner and
Somervell school board trustee. As a teenag-
er in 1974, she swore she'd leave town if the
reactors were built, but since then the facil-
ity has earned her respect, Phillips said.

Still, there were critics of expansion.
WD. Kinmzey of Weatherford expressed

skepticism that the plant's benefits offset its
negatives. Water levels along the Brazos Riv-

er are already low, and the addition of two
reactors to Comanche Peak will just boost
the facility's water use, Kimzey said.

He said hehas measured the temperature
of discharged water and found that it is 104
degrees Fahrenheit as it floWs down Squaw
Creek on its way back to the Brazos. '

.Cathey said frogs, turtles and fish are dis-
appearing from the creek, a development he
said should serve as an early warning sign
that "there's something wrong.". '

Mitchell Lucas, vice president of nuclear
engineering and support for Luminant, said
Comanche Peak's permit allows it to dis-
charge water as hot as -73 degrees. But the
two new reactors will use a different cooling
system that will limit the temperature to 93
degrees, he said.

T de-off he said', is that much more
water will evaporate in the new system
which uses a bank of low cooling towers to
eliminate excess heat. In all, about 60 per-
cent of the estimated 33 billion gallons used
anually will be lost to the atmosphere.
whereas most, of the water used in th6 cur-
rent system is returned to the river..

That's a big impact in an area short on wa-
ter, KarenHadden, executive director of the
Sustainable-Energy and Economic Develop-
ment Coalition and a critic of nuclearpower,
said in an interview after thehearing.

Hadden said at the hearing that the con-
tinued development of nuclear power will
leave a legacy of radioactive.waste "that will
last, literally, millions of years," all because
"we couldn't figure out a smarter way to use
our energy.

. NRC officials told the audience that they
will accept public comments for their study
through Feb. 19, then responses to them
through June.

Federal regulators expect to produce a
draft environmental impact statement by
year's end with copies to be made available
at the Somervell and Hood county public li-
braries, said William Burton, chief of the
agency's environmental branch.
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